Anyone can now create a good looking banner for their website by following these instructions. Under “Admin” click “Autobanner” and the following popup window appears:

The background images scroll horizontally and clicking one enters the picture name in the relevant box. At the end of the scroll there are some full-size images suitable for 960 pixel wide sites. The smaller images repeat to create an image of the correct width.

Clicking a colour box brings up an automatic colour palette. Here is an example with all boxes completed:

With “Activate autobanner” off, adjust your settings until you are happy with the banner.

Take time over this, making sure you are happy with fonts, colours and sizes as the banner appears on every page of your website.
When you are happy with the banner, tick "Activate autobanner". This then replaces (but does not delete) any standard banner already set up.

Here is the final banner on a test site:

Here are some other examples from Digital Fife: